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It’s Raiders Of The Lost Ark Jackie Chan-style, with a dash
of Bollywood, as the unstoppable film legend hunts for
treasure in this ﬂat-out fun, all-action, globe-trotting
comedy caper.
Synopsis:
World-renowned archaeology professor Jack and his
team are on a grand quest to locate a lost ancient
Indian treasure, when they are ambushed by a team of
mercenaries and left for dead. Using his vast knowledge of
history and kung fu, Jack leads his team on a race around
the world to beat the mercenaries to the treasure, and to
save an ancient culture.

31st July 2017
7th August 2017

KEY TALENT INFORMATION

•

Jackie Chan
(Rush Hour, Shanghai Knights)

•

Stanley Tong
(director Rumble in the Bronx, Supercop)

CONTACT/ORDER MEDIA

Emma Mountain - Emma@fetch.fm

We like it because:
Move over Kung Fu Panda, it’s time for KUNG FU YOGA!
Don’t worry, it’s not some kind of new-fangled exercise
fad, but irrepressible martial arts superstar Jackie Chan’s
latest, that sees him reuniting with Supercop and Rumble
In The Bronx director Stanley Tong, for this all out action
caper, featuring superb fight scenes, motorcycle chases,
ice caves, hidden treasures and a Bollywood-style set piece
finale. As the Los Angeles Times says, ‘good luck trying to
stop that goofy smile from spreading across your face’.
KUNG FU YOGA is family friendly fun, a mix of Bollywood
exoticism and action comedy antics, showcasing veteran
movie legend Chan’s incredible martial arts skills and
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impeccable comic timing. Filmed in China, Dubai, India
and Iceland, this is a must for fans of the National Treasure
films and Chan’s Around the World In 80 Days and Shanghai
Knights.
Hot quotes:
“Silly old-school Jackie Chan fun, with a globe-hopping plot
supplying exotic scenery” The Hollywood Reporter
“A family-friendly reminder that Master Chan still has a trick
or two up his sleeve” Screen Anarchy
“As the leading man, Chan keeps the ball rolling with
an assortment of neat acrobatic tricks and martial arts
sparring” Variety

